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An after dinner talk traditionally should make people laugh. After all, it should be a fun talk.
Is what statisticians do fun?
Short run fun is provided by the stand up comic ap- Stanford, SUNY Buffalo, and Texas A&M), and visited A statistical tradition is that a statistical talk should widely (geographically and intellectualy). begin with a joke. I can tell many jokes of the form:
The Texas computational statistician poses as a fish-"How many statisticians does it take to change a light erman. He says to the West Coast statistician: "You bulb?" One answer: "Can we get back to you on that;
should have been with me last night. I caught a 65 pound our computers are working it out." catfish." They are joined by the New Jersey statistician, But instead of telling you a cryptic joke, I would like and the Texan tells him: "I caught a 35 pound catfish to begin my talk just as cryptically by telling you the last night." When the statistician from New England proverb which motivates my title.
joins them, the Texan tells him: "You should have been "To the statistician with a hammer, every problem is fishing with me last night. I caught a 25 pound cat." a nail."
The Californian exclaims: "That fish of yours is kind of My talk will propose a revised proverb:
shrinking, isn't it." The Texan explains: "I learned a "The statistician needs a unified set of classical and long time ago that you never tell a man more than you modern hammers, so that almost every problem can be think he'll believe." transformed to a nail. The statistician needs nails, so
As an example of how art stimulates life, let me note that the hammers can be fun (functional and fundamenhow I am stimulated by the reverse word order definital). The computational statistician needs graphs which tions of a comedian (funny things) and comic (things are fun in the sense that they represent plots of funcfunny) to conjecture reverse word order definitions of tions. help guide what statisticians do.
In 1955 I was starting to do research on the foundations of modern time series analysis (spectral analysis, My approach in my after dinner talk is to seek long extraction of signals from noise). To my statistical colrun fun by preaching "fun statistics". My goal is to offer leagues I said in jest "After all, regression analysis is you the equivalent of a fortune cookie which clearly is the discrete parameter analogue of continuous paramappropriate as after dinner fun.
eter time series analysis". I strongly recommend that The good fortune that I would like to offer you tonight in 1992 this jest should be taken seriously; as we study is one that I believe statisticians would like to have at wavelet theory (and reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces) their side as they take the many "Oral Exams" that a
we should ask what are the analogues in regression analstatistician encounters in a long career. These exams ysis. occur during the statistician's interactions with clients with whom one is collaborating or with whom one is
3.
Hammers that make statisticians dull.
counseling on how to apply statistical methods.
Your fortune cookie of the night reads: One problem that statisticians traditionally seem to "You have good friends who will come to your aid in have is that they may have overdeveloped the art of intime of need."
sulting each other's work. Henry Mann (a mathematiTonight I would like to introduce a good friend which cian who spent his mid-career in statistics) said to me in may be able to provide guidance to the past and future 1967 after a talk I had just given: If one does theory, the reaction one usually gets to Hammers are instruments or tools or "statistical dataone's work is a three pronged attack: scopes" analogous to telescopes and microscopes. Nails are the applied phenomena and data that we research * "It won't work." with these instruments, tools, or scopes.
* "If it works, it's not new." When one proposes a symposium to a funding agency, they demand a justification; "what's new to discuss?" * "If it's new, it's trivial." they ask. The answer can be either "new theory and methods (new hammers)" or "new applications and data
If one does applied work, typical of our colleagues' (new nails)". attacks is the attitude expressed in the proverb that I Early in my career in my interaction with electrical quoted at the beginning of my talk: engineers I would try to clarify our relationship: "Why "To the statistician with a hammer, every problem is is it if I know something, you call it 'theory' while if a nail." you know it you call it 'applied'?" I would explain this One interpretation of this criticism is one often exsituation today by saying that something known to the pressed by dissatisfied clients of a statistician (denoted statistician is usually a hammer, and something known S). "S hardly listened to my problem (nail), before assurto the applied researcher is usually a nail.
ing me he had the solution (hammer) already available in It should be noted that there are several levels of being his tool kit." The motto of a statistician who works as a a hammer (theoretical) and a nail (application). There consultant is equivalent to: "have hammer, will travel." is an exciting new field of approximation theory called This criticism compares statisticians to Procrustes, "wavelet theory". It is a mathematical hammer develthe mythical inn keeper, who had one bed in his inn oped by applied mathematical scientists to represent and which he transformed all travelers to fit; his motto was approximate a function defined abstractly. It is a math-"one bed fits all". ematical nail and simultaneously a statistical hammer I mention the Procustes criticism because I believe it when used by statisticians; my personal research goal is illustrates the main point of my talk which is that to to develop nails which are statistically meaningful funcunderstand the many influences that have contributed tions (such as the comparison density or change density)
to the past history of modern statistics, and can guide 1750-1900 in which statistics developed into a science, I believe that computational statisticians are more there was one hammer (it was least squares all the way) ready to implement education in "adaptive theory" and a progression of nails (the fields of application of the which integrates theory and methods and makes it easier developing science of statistics changed over many fields to adapt theory to new problems and thus have the abilfrom astronomy to social sciences to genetics). ity (on the occasions when it is needed) to provide each nail (client) with custom made hammers (rather than Yule's work provides a symmetric ending to off the shelf hammers) adapted for realistic probability this narrative: We began this history with the models for the client's nails. differences.
Daston, Lorraine (1988). Classical Probability in the En-
In astronomy the combination of observations lightenment had required both the anchor of the mathematical theor, uf gravitation and the grow-
Hald, A. (1990). A History of Probability and Statistics ing knowledge of the behavior of random sums. and Their Applications before 1750.
The theoretical structures of celestial mechanAbout the history (in real time) of computational ics not ony defined the goals for the asstatistics we are fortunate to have available two importronomers' empirical work but also helped the tant and marvelous books: astronomers to reach those goals. By giving Tufte, Edward (1983) The Visual Display of Quantita-% link between different measurements of the tive Information same body, Newtonian theory provided a route by which the measurements could be combined, Tufte, Edward (1990) Envisioning Information. a way in which the relatively small numbers What I would like you to remember from my talk is of major causes could be incorporated in one my concept of "history of statistics in real time" which equation and related to the observations. Yet, proposes that we should study history from the point of as the example of Euler shows, that link was view of how it guides us in our current practice of the not enough by itself. A theory of errors was also discipline and profession of statistics, and to accomplish needed, both the idea that combining measurethis the history of statistics should be appreciated as the ments was beneficial, not harmful, and a means history of hammers and nails.
for turning the combination to inferential use.
ing from an exterior theory. In 1900 the cofew years later Simpson added a formal analefficients were interior theoretical constructs, ysis for simple means, but it took over a halfgiven their meaning in the context of Galton's century before the grand Gauss-Laplace synvariance component models as what we now thesis of 1810 was achieved. The delay is amcharacterize as conditional expectations of mulpie testimony to the difficulties of formulating, tivariate distributions. In this new framework much less solving, the problem. Nevertheless, least squares provided the homogeneous subby the time of Laplace's death in 1827 a maclassifications for analysis Quetelet had sought jor success had been recorded, and the use of while offering a sufficiently restricted setting probability to measure, compare, and interpret that Cournot's worries about post-data selecuncertainty was well on the way to becoming a tion could be addressed in at least limited ways. commonplace in astronomy and geodesy.
The realization that the regression and corre-
In the social sciences the problem took on a diflation concepts that had emerged in Galton's ferent face. It was not that theory was lacking: studies of heredity were intimately related to By the middle of the nineteenth century several the least squares of the beginning of that ceneconomists had given mathematical expression tury was the second great synthesis of the histo the theories of Adam Smith and David Ritory of statistics. In this second synthesis, cardo. But even though these theories might probability had played a role rather different have captured the major causes that were of from that in the theory of errors. In the theory interest to the economist, they did not incorof errors, the probability calculus had revealed porate the myriad causes of little concern in order in chaos with the central limit theorem, economic theory that nonetheless had a major and that discovery had made the measurement impact upon the data used to test that theof uncertainty in aggregate measurements posory. Cournot could relate price and demand sible. In the social sciences the same magnifiin theory, all other things being held constant, cent theorem had posed a problem of seemingly but he could not hold all other things constant incredible difficulty: How could the known diin the real world. A new conceptual approach versity of causes be reconciled with this always was needed, and it arose from an unexpected present order? How could the normal distribuquarter-from studies of heredity.
tion Quetelet had found be disassembled to alGalton, Edgeworth, and Pearson assembled the low a study of causes? Galton's quincunx had structure; Yule completed it by finding a variled to the answers to these question, by sugation on their advances that finally provided a gesting a new role for conditional probability.
in the In the theory of errors, conditional probability formlaton nd aalyis or qestonshad permitted inference about the constants social sciences. It is ironic that in some respects the tool Yule used was an old tool, the of astronomers' theories. In regression analymethod of least squares. Of course, the matter sis, conditional probability made possible the was much subtler than that; it was not Legenvery definition of the quantities about which dre's or even Gauss's or Laplace's least squares the statistician was interested in making inferthat Yule found, but a superficially similar tool ences.
that had transformed by the concepts develLooking back, we can see four distinctly difoped by Galton and others. Legendre's least ferent solutions to the problem of the combisquares had been around and freely available nation of observations, four ways in which the for ninety-five years. But when it had been variation in external factors could be allowed tried before, in isolated instances, it had not for in order to permit an attempt at aggreanswered the right questions. By 1900, though, gation: through external theory (as in astronthe questions could be reformulated so that omy); through experimental design (as in psythe astronomer's least squares could be used chology); with internal regression analysis; and to new purpose. It was not merely an elewith large amounts of multiply classified data, gant variation of language that called for the through fine cross-classification. Actually, the term regression analysis for this conceptually last of these was not really feasible in the ninenew use of least squares. In 1805 the coefteenth century. When data were plentiful (for ficients were constants, deriving their meanexample, a census), it was in principle possi-
